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DeCyderTM MS (Fig. 1) is a novel software program for fully automated 
differential expression analysis based on LC-MS/MS data including 
detection, quantitation, sample to sample comparison and statistical data 
evaluation. Results can be interactively confirmed against original raw 
data through 2D and 3D data visualizations.
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LC-MS data is represented as signal intensity maps. Peptides are 
detected, quantified, and assigned a charge state using a novel image 
analysis algorithm. Peptides are then matched across signal intensity 
maps from different samples. This allows for the identification of peptides 
showing a significant abundance variation between different groups of 
samples using statistical analysis and including sample-to-sample 
standardization. Proteolytic peptides can be identified through a link to 
protein identification software and sorting peptides based on protein 
identity results in a compilation of abundance information on the protein 
level. The different analysis steps can either be initiated separately or 
launched from a batch processing module.
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The final result of the analysis is a list of identified and confirmed peptides 
with a significant variation pattern. The different steps are illustrated with 
screen dumps from the DeCyder MS software program when applied to 
LC-MS data sets from two different MS instrument types, Finnigan LTQTM

(Thermo Electron Corp.) and Q-TofTM (Waters Corp.).
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Visualize LC-MS data as signal intensity maps
LC-MS data is represented as signal intensity maps with the 
chromatographic separation on one axis and the mass separation on the 
other. The signal intensity for a certain elution time and mass is 
represented by a shade in an adjustable grayscale (Fig 2).
Signal intensity maps have shown to be very useful for the overall data 
quality assessment since chromatographic separation as well as the MS 
separation can be monitored simultaneously. Phenomena like source 
fragmentation and adduct formation can easily be revealed as co-eluting 
features suggesting a need for MS method optimization. The optimization 
of the MS/MS acquisition method is supported by small red markers 
indicating the presence of MS/MS scans in the signal intensity map (Fig 
4). The signal intensity map can further be used to estimate the Typical 
peak width to use with the peptide detection algorithm as an indication of
the chromatographic width of the peptides. 

Detect, quantitate and identify  peptides
Peptides are detected, quantified, and assigned a charge state using a 
novel image analysis algorithm. The algorithm reassemblies the signal 
intensity from the isotopic patterns and from the different charge states 
present. The resulting peptides are listed in a table ready for an optional 
interactive confirmation procedure. If MS/MS data is available this data 
can be exported to an external database search engine and the protein 
identification results read back. The best candidate is presented for each 
identified peptide. Data is finally saved on file and made available to the 
matching and comparison module. 
DeCyder MS allows for detection and quantitation of one intensity map at 
a time allowing for interactive refinement using a set of advanced 
detection parameters or for detection of a set of intensity maps in batch 
mode.

Fig 2. Full signal intensity maps (left) and corresponding detail views 
(right) from complex samples analyzed using LTQ (A) and Q-Tof 
instruments (B).

Fig 3. Details of intensity maps with peptides detected. LTQ (left) and 
Q-Tof (right).

Fig 6. Number of peptides detected in each sample and corresponding 
match statistics for a technical triplicate analyzed in an Q-Tof system 
(Left). Corresponding variance plot (Right). The feasibility of scanning 
for 1.5-fold variation among several thousands of peptides using only 
tree samples in each group is obvious.

Conclusions
DeCyder MS provides tools for:

• assessment of LC-MS raw data quality.
• automatic detection, comparison and presentation of 

peptides with significant variation between groups of 
samples for large datasets.

• visualization, verification and adjustment of detection and 
comparison down to a peak-by-peak level. 

Match and normalize intensity maps
Peptides are matched across signal intensity maps from different samples 
to facilitate sample to sample comparison. DeCyder MS allows for
quantitative comparison using the original intensities or intensities can be 
normalized according to one of two different methods:
1. If peptides of known amount have been added to all samples and 
detected, these peptides can be used to standardize peak intensities 
between different samples.
2. Assuming that the majority of the peaks remain unchanged, the full 
peptide intensity distributions can be used for standardization.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the result of matching peptides detected in 
technical replicates of complex protein fractions from plant proteomes. 
The coefficient of variance (COV) for peptides within each replicate set 
suggests a good basis for scanning for differentially expressed peptides.
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Find significant peptides
Peptides showing a significant abundance variation between different 
groups of samples can be identified using Student t-test or ANOVA 
statistical analysis (Table 1). 

Confirm results
Results can be interactively confirmed against original raw data through 
2D and 3D data visualizations (Fig 7).

Fig 1. DeCyder MS software modules.  PepDetect (A) is used for 
detection and quantitation and PepMatch (B) is used for matching
and sample-to-sample comparison

(A)

(B)

(A)

(B)

Fig 4. Red markers indicate that MS/MS data is available. 

Fig 5. Number of peptides detected in each sample and corresponding 
match statistics for a five-fold technical replicate analyzed in an LTQ 
system (Left). Corresponding variance plot (Right).

Table 1. Horse myoglobin peptides, angiotensin and fibropeptide B 
were spiked in triplicate on an eight protein background mix to mimic 
2-fold variation (500/1000fm) 45 significant peptides were found by the 
application of Student t-test (p<10-3). Co-eluting peptides are 
indicated, supporting the identification of adducts and fragments

Fig 7. Interactive confirmation of a significantly varying peptide in a 
“Control/Treated” dataset run on an EttanTM MDLC-LTQ system 
(Peptide 434 in Table 1). The corresponding abundance ratio was 
2.17 and the Student t-test p-value was 5.5 .10-7.
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Map          #spots

a                923
b                897
c                867
d                826
e                861

Average       874
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Maps                 #spots
5                          400
4  (at least)          593
3  (at least)          790
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790/874.8 = 90.3%
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Map            #spots
a                    3601
b                    3348
c                    3423

Average        3457
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Maps                     #spots
3  (all)                       2348
2  (at least)               3242
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3242/3457 = 93.7%

9.3E-046.8080390.2140.811862.826478

Myoglobin3.4E-062.5891190.1740.781815.286449

2.1E-041.8023620.1136.021253.066394

6.1E-052.6952740.1335.542548.916451

8.7E-041.0452670.0532.692592.814639

7.8E-041.3795270.1032.492140.956128

Myoglobin1.6E-052.3784750.1330.781377.816442

4.0E-041.715840.1330.65985.96392

3.5E-051.8425330.0930.212161.826407

2.9E-051.1795540.0929.632007.72621

Myoglobin1.4E-052.3256330.0927.381505.976445

Sodium adduct (+22) to 1569.62Fibropeptide B 2.7E-042.1750070.0726.411591.736420

Potass. adduct (+38) to 1569.62Fibropeptide B 3.1E-042.0935790.0726.411607.726421

Fibropeptide B 1.8E-052.0377480.0826.391569.636412

Myoglobin3.3E-062.2528960.0925.85747.466441

7.9E-040.9524460.0624.931333.856317

6.7E-040.0355791.8124.691944.884872

Myoglobin3.8E-062.2104190.0824649.286432

1.4E-051.6732440.1023.821414.916389

Sodium adduct (+22) to 1605.82Myoglobin 9.2E-052.4481360.0723.091626.886461

Potass. adduct (+38) to 1605.82Myoglobin7.1E-042.4351170.0723.091643.776458

3.5E-052.2575230.0723.091007.496435

fragment3.0E-041.1602050.0823.091157.46357

fragment5.0E-052.3057840.0823.081078.516438

Myoglobin1.8E-052.2406120.0623.071605.826429

Myoglobin7.1E-062.0277380.1322.251660.786418

4.2E-062.030940.1322.231105.446433

Myoglobin (1)5.5E-072.1727170.1121.65940.396434

Sodium adduct (+22) to 940.39Myoglobin(1)2.5E-052.5775320.1121.65962.776453

1.0E-052.0796780.0920.361267.876425

fragment MS/MSMyoglobin8.0E-051.7604160.0518.98705.355589

Myoglobin 1.8E-062.1216080.0518.981270.766428

Myoglobin5.1E-072.0988550.0418.971501.66430

2.3E-042.4531480.0418.94867.35601

Angiotensin 1.6E-051.7057680.1018.27896.736388

3.2E-052.2743730.0616.711485.685603

4.5E-062.2346350.0814.781559.56440

9.7E-041.318690.0613.662810.25493

3.5E-042.1663930.0913.621981.625602

5.4E-062.6721920.0712.921915.096450

Myoglobin6.6E-052.5330430.0512.671853.046443

Potass. adduct (+38) to 1981.15Myoglobin (1)3.7E-042.6790950.0612.192019.245605

Myoglobin (1)1.8E-042.5817980.0512.181981.156448

Myoglobin (2)2.4E-043.0695970.0511.852109.466456
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